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Smart Sharpening is a kind of sharpening that does not amplify the noise, but is focused on picking out details in the image.
Tiny soft edges of a picture or a new object can easily become sharp. This can be a big problem while shooting video from a
mobile device. Video on mobile devices has not only noise and grain, but also small soft edges (those that are blurred out by the
camera's anti-shake mechanism). Neat Video Smart Sharpening will make the soft edges in your video appear sharper and
cleaner. Neat Video Demo plug-in for VirtualDub Specifications: ￭ Video: any resolution, any codec (including
mp4/mpg/3gp/avi/mov/wmv/mkv/rm) ￭ Hardware: any type of video camera (with and without stabilization mechanism),
camcorders (with and without stabilization mechanism), true color display ￭ Software: any video editing software that supports
Neat Video (it does not need to have Neat Video filter) Neat Video Home plug-in for VirtualDub Description: Neat Video
Home plug-in for VirtualDub is intended for home users. It should be used with the Neat Video Home trial version. The plug-in
is intended for both personal computer and portable devices (tablets, smartphones, etc.). Neat Video Home plug-in for
VirtualDub Specifications: ￭ Video: DVD-size (up to 320x240 pixels) or smaller (5-15 MP max) video sequences in jpg, gif,
png, bmp, jpeg, mpeg, wmv, and others ￭ Hardware: any type of video camera, camcorders (with and without stabilization
mechanism), true color display ￭ Software: any video editing software that supports Neat Video Home (it does not need to have
Neat Video Home trial version) Neat Video Pro plug-in for VirtualDub Description: Neat Video Pro plug-in for VirtualDub is
intended for video editors and professionals. It should be used with the Neat Video Pro trial version. The plug-in is intended for
computers with Pentium-II class CPU or higher, like X86. It does not require a video camera with stabilization mechanism, and
does not require a true color display. Neat Video Pro plug-in for VirtualDub Specifications: ￭ Video: DVD-size
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Demo edition is FREE with limited functionality. In demo edition Neat Video plug-in for VirtualDub allows to reduce noise and
grain in digital video produced by digital video cameras, camcorders, TV tuners, analog video or digitizers of film. The plug-in
provides three levels of control over color, saturation and sharpness. In the first level the plug-in can reduce noise and grain
without amplification of colors. In the second level the plug-in allows to reduce noise and grain with minimal changes in colors
and brightness. In the third level the plug-in allows to reduce noise and grain with minimal changes in brightness and colors. In
the following Neat Video Demo plug-in for VirtualDub demo video, you can see how the plug-in works. The video is produced
by a simple camera, UVC pipe and digital video converter connected to a laptop and VirtualDub video player. The black and
white photo is a stock photo of New York City. Key features of demo edition include the following: 1. Noise and grain
reduction without color changes. 2. Noise and grain reduction with a limited number of changes in color and brightness. 3.
Noise and grain reduction with a full range of color and brightness changes. Control over settings: 1. Saturation: Amount of
saturation. 2. Sharpness: Amount of sharpness. 3. Color control: Color settings. Note: All values shown in video are in decibel.
The values presented in the video cover a range of -60 to 60. If you want to reduce the values of the saturation, color or
sharpness from -60 to -50 or from 60 to 50, you should start from 0. For example, to reduce saturation from 40 to 20 dB, you
should start the value of saturation from 0 and set it to 20. For example, to reduce color from 60 to 30 dB, you should start the
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value of color from 0 and set it to 30. To reduce the value of sharpness from 50 to 20 dB, you should start the value of sharpness
from 0 and set it to 20. Installation: 1. Unpack the archive to the destination folder. 2. Create a key for the archive. 3. Add the
archive to the Plugins list. Note: Neat Video plug-in for VirtualDub is based on an open source software library called VideoWrap ( Use Ne 6a5afdab4c
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Neat Video is a filter plug-in designed to reduce visible noise and grain in digital video sequences produced by digital video
cameras, camcorders, TV-tuners, analog video or digitizers of film. Here are some key features of "Neat Video Demo plug in
for VirtualDub": ￭ Both intra-frame and temporal filtration ￭ Advanced Noise Reduction to reduce noise and grain in video
sequences ￭ Smart Sharpening to make video look sharper without amplification of noise ￭ Automatic noise analyzer to adapt
the plug-in to any video sources Note: Neat Video plug-in for VirtualDub is currently produced in three editions: Demo, Home
and Pro. Demo plug-in is a freeware edition of the software with limited functionality. Home plug-in is intended for home users
and supports up to DVD-size video data. Pro plug-in provides professionals with all Neat Video features without limitations.
Requirements: ￭ VirtualDub ￭ Pentium-II class machine or better ￭ 128 MB RAM or higher ￭ True color display, resolution
800x600 or more 20130301 Neat Video 7.7 Omega, the most innovative and intuitive in-depth website builder, shows you how
easy it can be to create a stunning, professional looking website in a matter of minutes. Simply drag and drop all the pre-built
web elements from its categories and nest them one inside the other to create a unique and easy to maintain website. Neat Video
7.7 Omega, the most innovative and intuitive in-depth website builder, shows you how easy it can be to create a stunning,
professional looking website in a matter of minutes. Simply drag and drop all the pre-built web elements from its categories and
nest them one inside the other to create a unique and easy to maintain website. Neat Video for VirtualDub 1.5.1 Neat Video is a
filter plug-in designed to reduce visible noise and grain in digital video sequences produced by digital video cameras,
camcorders, TV-tuners, analog video or digitizers of film. Here are some key features of "Neat Video Demo plug-in for
VirtualDub": ￭ Both intra-frame and temporal filtration ￭ Advanced Noise Reduction to reduce noise and grain in video
sequences ￭ Smart Sharp

What's New in the Neat Video Demo Plug-in For VirtualDub?
￭ Both intra-frame and temporal filtration ￭ Advanced Noise Reduction to reduce noise and grain in video sequences ￭ Smart
Sharpening to make video look sharper without amplification of noise ￭ Automatic noise analyzer to adapt the plug-in to any
video sources Note: Neat Video plug-in for VirtualDub is currently produced in three editions: Demo, Home and Pro. Demo
plug-in is a freeware edition of the software with limited functionality. Home plug-in is intended for home users and supports
up to DVD-size video data. Pro plug-in provides professionals with all Neat Video features without limitations. Requirements: ￭
VirtualDub ￭ Pentium-II class machine or better ￭ 128 MB RAM or higher ￭ True color display, resolution 800x600 or more
Neat Video Home plug-in for VirtualDub Description: ￭ Both intra-frame and temporal filtration ￭ Advanced Noise Reduction
to reduce noise and grain in video sequences ￭ Smart Sharpening to make video look sharper without amplification of noise ￭
Automatic noise analyzer to adapt the plug-in to any video sources Note: Neat Video plug-in for VirtualDub Home is currently
produced in three editions: Demo, Home and Pro. Demo plug-in is a freeware edition of the software with limited functionality.
Home plug-in is intended for home users and supports up to DVD-size video data. Pro plug-in provides professionals with all
Neat Video features without limitations. Requirements: ￭ VirtualDub ￭ Pentium-II class machine or better ￭ 128 MB RAM or
higher ￭ True color display, resolution 800x600 or more Neat Video Pro plug-in for VirtualDub Description: ￭ Both intraframe and temporal filtration ￭ Advanced Noise Reduction to reduce noise and grain in video sequences ￭ Smart Sharpening to
make video look sharper without amplification of noise ￭ Automatic noise analyzer to adapt the plug-in to any video sources
Note: Neat Video plug-in for VirtualDub Home is currently produced in three editions: Demo, Home and Pro. Demo plug-in is
a freeware edition of the software with limited functionality. Home plug-in is intended for home users and supports up to DVDsize video data. Pro
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System Requirements:
Supported OS: Windows 8 (32-bit and 64-bit) Windows 8 (32-bit and 64-bit) Recommended OS: Windows 10 (32-bit and
64-bit) Windows 10 (32-bit and 64-bit) Requirements: Internet Browser: Microsoft Internet Explorer 11, Firefox 36, Chrome
37, Safari 11 Internet Explorer 11, Firefox 36, Chrome 37, Safari 11 RAM: 1 GB 1 GB Hard Disk: 12 GB free space 12 GB
free space Video Card: DirectX 10-compatible video
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